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Isaiah 65: 17-25 “Prophetic Rollercoaster Rides” Nov. 13, 2016  voskuil@second 

 

When Paul told the Church in Rome to rejoice with those who rejoice and to weep with those who weep, 

I don’t think he had this week in mind when so many congregations across our nation have had people 

weeping and rejoicing at the exact same time.  

Sure enough, the election results have provided both cheers and jeers within the church—including this 

very congregation here in the Z. 

I’m very aware of the sheer intensity of our partisan and political differences. 

Some of you had signs in front of your home; others were very active on Facebook; and still others 

simply wear your preferences through your body language. 

Let’s be honest: There is a fundamental divide in how people within this very congregation view the 

world. 

On Wednesday, I learned of some students at an area school who chanted/taunted “Build the Wall,” in 

front of their high school classmates, including those from Latino backgrounds. 

I also comforted two women this week alone who, as victims of sexual abuse, have only felt re-

victimized by Tuesday’s results. 

Their fear and grief are real.  

I realize that the pain goes both ways, as voices from rural, often overlooked backgrounds recoiled from 

being called deplorable by the democratic candidate. 

Even now, protesters are in the streets with even larger protests planned for the inauguration. 

We can all agree that it’s been a long election season. 

-Accusations and condemnations have been flying everywhere. 

-Anger and fear seem so entrenched by so many. 

-Labeling and belittling has become so normalized.  

It’s all a little surreal and a whole bunch of crazy. 

Crazy enough that I entertained quitting the ministry on Wednesday morning—the task of trying to bring 

gospel unity to this congregation seemingly too daunting and too challenging—the weight too heavy to 

bear. 

You can ask our wonderful administrative assistant, Hope Olson.  

I went outside for about 60 minutes mid-morning and raked leaves and wrestled with the weight of it all. 

Trump supporters wanting to celebrate sitting next to Hillary supporters wanting to grieve. 

A stark division between cheers and jeers. 

Between excitement and dread. 

Between eager anticipation and political depression. 

Between pride and protest. 

Between jubilation and lamentation. 

I entertained quitting the ministry because this divide feels nearly impossible to heal, even in just one 

single congregation, let alone our community and society as a whole. 

Yes, quitting is always an option-- but not a very good one. 

Not if we still believe that the good news of Jesus Christ matters. 

And I do. 

Not if we still trust in the power of the Holy Spirit to transform our brokenness. 

And I do. 

Not if we still dream of a world where people, like my four daughters, can delight in the amazing beauty 

of God’s grace and find belonging and acceptance in the life of the church. 

And I do.  
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In many ways, the roller-coaster like emotions of this week have only clarified the incredible importance 

of the church in providing a clearer and more hopeful vision for our collective future. 

Instead of being less relevant or less needed, the church has never been more relevant and needed. 

-ISIS continues to terrorize. 

-Marriages continue to struggle. 

-Politics continue to polarize. 

-Racism continues to dehumanize. 

-Refugees continue to be stuck between nations. 

-Despite our amazing technology, I've found that people can be extremely lonely and disconnected. 

-Despite our incredible wealth and opportunity, I've found people to be spiritually destitute and 

emotionally hollow.  

-Despite our stated confidence in our politicians of choice, I've found people to feel totally out of control. 

The church has never been more relevant and needed. 

In this spirit, let us return to the amazing poetic vision from Isaiah 65. 

Here’s the context: 

God’s people have just returned from their captivity in Babylon. 

They were slowly rebuilding the temple in Jerusalem after it had been destroyed, which was symbolic for 

their own lives and faith, which were also being rebuilt after those 70 years of captivity. 

The earlier part of chapter 65 describes judgement for those who forsake the Lord; rather strong words 

for those who act like they can go it alone (turning themselves into gods or, at least, turning themselves 

away from God). 

Other parts of Isaiah describe what this rebellion looks like when we make idols of ourselves or act like 

we are worshiping God while at the same time oppressing our workers and ignoring widows, aliens, and 

orphans.  

Chapter 58 alone is a tour-de-force in what disingenuous faith looks like-- what belief divorced from 

concrete action means to God (it’s not good). 

Our text, starting at verse 17, describes something very different. 

While those who rebel are offered judgement, here we see how those who are faithful are invited to the 

new and fully restored creation. 

This is a vision of life and true joy. 

--Grief and weeping are no longer heard. 

--Babies no longer die at birth. 

--Diseases no longer ravage. 

--Divisions no longer separate. 

--Lambs no longer fear wolves. 

--Evil no longer leverages against goodness. 

--Sin no longer captures our imagination. 

--Hatred no longer defines our relationships. 

This is a vision of life and true joy. 

Not death; life. 

Not partial life; abundant life. 

Not just us delighting in God, but as verse 19 describes, God also delighting in us. 

---- 

This election season has not only divided us between elephants and donkeys, between “deplorables” 

and “bad hombres,” but it has also falsely instilled in us a broken, sinful pattern of interaction where we 

create gigantic zero-sum games-- to gain victory, I need to make sure you taste defeat; my gain is your 
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loss and vice versa; my exaltation comes through your humiliation.  

This pushes us to stress our differences instead of our many commonalities. 

This rewards using our sharp elbows instead of seeking helpful compromises and unity. 

This also allows us to justify less than honorable behavior if it ultimately leads us to victory. 

Trashing and bashing our opponents becomes part of the game. 

Scapegoating groups for political gain is part of the game. 

Stepping on the neck of a few innocent bystanders is part of the game. 

As my friend from NY might say, “Do what you gotta do.” 

Your loss is my gain. 

Your defeat is my victory. 

Your tears are the source of my laughter. 

And so our divide only gets bigger and more personal. 

--- 

The wolf and the lamb remind us that it doesn’t have to be that way. 

The Good Samaritan and Jewish man once beaten and left alone at the side of the road remind us that it 

doesn’t have to be that way. 

The German soldier forgiven by the very concentration camp survivors he once guarded reminds us that 

it doesn’t have to be that way. 

Rosa Parks, Susan B. Anthony, and the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. all remind us that it doesn’t 

have to be that way. 

The gospel of Jesus Christ is the fulfillment of this vision from Isaiah 65: we no longer wait for God to 

create such a restored reality, because in Christ’s death and resurrection, its creation has already 

begun. 

Walls of separation have already been torn down. 

Others are being torn down as we speak. 

As such, lambs will not only coexist with wolves, but former slaves and forgiven slave masters will dine 

together at the same table. 

It’s a kingdom less defined by competition than by compassion. 

A kingdom animated by sacrifice instead of selfishness. 

Where instead of loathing our former enemies, we learn how to love them. 

Where, instead of passing judgement, we learn to share each other’s burdens just as Christ took upon 

himself ours. 

Yes, the gospel of Jesus Christ is a fulfillment of this vision and we, like in Isaiah 65, are invited to 

participate in its exciting fulfillment. 

It is a vision for all of life, itself. 

It is a vision for what already is and what will ultimately be. 

It is a vision that also relies upon us to bear witness. 

That is why this moment is so important for the church to reclaim this vision;  

--to reclaim the delight and pure joy of following Christ;  

--to reclaim the hard work and sacrifices needed in being agents of this very good news as it spreads 

through the very blood, sweat, and tears of our lives. 

That is why we must fight against all forms of hatred and bigotry. 

v. 25: They shall not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain. 

That is why we must join in solidarity with those on the margins of life and those persecuted because of 

their faith. 

v. 18 Be glad and rejoice forever in what I am creating. 
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That is why we must reject behaviors and rhetoric that dehumanize other image-bearing children of God. 

v. 20 No more shall there be in it an infant that lives but a few days or an old person who does not live 

out a lifetime. 

That is why our economics and politics must align with why we worship a savior who died for the sins of 

the whole world. 

v. 19 I will rejoice in Jerusalem and delight in my people; no more shall the sound of weeping be heard 

in it. 

That is why our willingness to forgive must stretch wider than we think possible. (God’s arms of mercy 

have certainly stretched wider than any of us have ever deserved). 

v. 17 The former things shall not be remembered. 

This vision-- both Isaiah 65 and the wider gospel fulfillment:  

speaks of delight instead of despair; 

belonging instead of belittlement; 

victory over sin instead of still being captured in it. 

This vision is what I want children I met last week in Cuba to know and love; children of military veterans 

here in the US to know and love; children who are deaf to know and love; children who have been 

recently targeted by racism in area schools to know and love; children of divorced parents to know and 

love; children raised in republican and democratic households to know and love; children full of doubt to 

know and love; children full of fear to know and love; children with grumbling, hungry tummies to know 

and love; children who celebrated the election results on Tuesday; as well as children who only wept. 

I want all to know and love this vision and the God who promises to fulfill its beauty. 

Sure enough, it is a vision for all of life; a vision for all of us; it is also a vision that wonderfully frames the 

ultimate meaning of joy, freedom, purpose, and hope. 

It is a vision for what is true today and where God is leading us into the future. 

---  

I raked a lot of leaves and wrestled deeply with God on Wednesday morning. 

In the end, I realized that I cannot quit being a minister just yet or give up my servant role in bearing 

witness to this amazing vision as fulfilled in Jesus Christ. 

That being said, I do need your help in reminding me that we are in this together—even in the hard work 

of repairing relationships after a tough election; no, especially in the hard work of repairing relationships 

after a tough election.  

Would you be willing to remind me? 

Best yet, would you be willing to join me in the work ahead of us? 

----- 

Glory to the one who loved us, and freed us from our sins by his blood, and made us a kingdom, priests 

to his God and father—glory and power be to him forever and ever. 

 

 

 

Reverend Karsten Voskuil, Pastor 

 


